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SOME PROBLEMS AND PROPOSALS FOR COMMUNICATION
IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

V.Jarc

Uni versity Edvard Kardeij, Ljubljana, Faculty for Mechanical Engineering,
Specialised INDOK Center for Mechanical Engineering, Yugoslavia

1. The Information Flow

Theinformation-communication flow model, published by Erik A. Haeffner in
the year 1973, is one of the foundation stones of the modern look on the innovation process
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fig.1). The information flow between scientific level and the

level responsible for industrial development and economic growth could be provided only if the following three conditions are dominating :
- the absorption willingness of the user,
- the integrated information transfer provided by higher education, consulting,
and scientific technical information activity,
- the delivery awareness of the scientific level.
All these conditions are normally much more a result of human communication
ability than a result of technical and economic growth ( fig. 2 ).

I know a number of scientists on the highest scientific level, who are very active in research, however, they are simply not able to communicate their know
ledge to others. I know a lot of libraries with the following working concept:
we have a lot of books, periodicals etc., come and you will get all the information you need, and more. And I know a lot of endusers who are simply not
able to define their problems and therefore never get the correct and/or complete information.

The awareness of information value on the whole is sometimes not on a very
high level, especially the awareness for the long chain of information transfer.
For sure it is not sufficient compared with the intuitive step-taking of decision
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Integrated information flow

2. Information Systems and Databases
Different fields of science and technology have solved their information needs
differently. One of the best covered fields is without doubt the chemical engineering with databases produced by the Chemical Abstra ct Service and others
where the yearly quotation of c. 500 . 000 items on databases CA CONDENSATES, CA SEARCH, CHEMICAL INDUSTRY NOTES , CA PATENT CONCORDANCE, CLAIMS etc. really represent the chemical field.
A very high level was achieved by the IEEE with database INSPEC in the field
of electrical engineering, where 120.000 items a year offer a good physics and
electronics chance to information seekers .

Mechanical Engineering is represented by the following databa ses
- ISMEC
- MECIiEN
- SAIDC - ST
COMPENDEX

engineering index) - a techni cal database comprising a mong

other the mechanical engineering
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- DOMA - Dokumentation Maschinenbau ( was not analysed because we could
not recieve detailed information in time).

Some details of mentioned databases
ISMEC
Produced by Data Courier , Inc., LOiswille , KY, USA, founded 1973, about
100 . 000 citations, English translation of titles, English indexed, bibliographic
data. 250 journals scanned, prevailingly English based, reports, books, conference papers.

MECHEN
produced by Royal Institute of Technology Library, IDC, Stockholm, Sweden,
founded 1968, about 400 . 000

citations~

original title, nonindexed, bibliographic

data. 157 journals scanned, prevailingly European origin.

SAIDC-ST
produced by Faculty for Mechanical Engineering, Ljubljana, Yugoslavia, founded 1976, about 16.000 citations, original title, bibliographic data, Slovene indexed ( in preparation English version of key-words ). J45 journals scanned,
prevailingly nonenglish, dissertations, postgraduate materials , books, conference papers.

DOMA
produced by Gesellschaft zur Literaturinformation des Maschinenbaus G. m. b. H
Frankfurt/Main, founded ? , about 300.000 citations, bibliographic data, German indexed.

COMPENDEX
produced by Engineering Index, Inc., New York, NY, USA, founded 1970,
about 800.000 citations, English translation of titles, abstract, bibliographic
data, some indexes; whole technical field where about 15 % represent the mechanical engineering

~

3500 journals, proceeding papers, reports, books.
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The overlapping of the treated journais .:
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On-line availability: ( spinners ) :
lSMEC : Lockheed DIALOG, ESA-lRS, SDC-Orbit
MECHEN : MEDICINDATA , GOETEBORG, SWEDEN
SAlDC-ST : Republiski racunski center, Ljubljana, Yugoslavia

(RRC)

COMPENDEX : Lockheed DIALOG
DOMA :

Telecommunications access :
L-DlALOG, SDC-Orbit, ESA-lRS. Tymnet/Telenet
ESA-IRS : own network EUROPE
ESA, lRS : EUR ONE T
RRC : own private network in Yugoslavia
DOMA

3. Difficulties at the Usage of Databases
All mentioned databases have different structures considering sources, treatment of data languages. Nearly all of the databases mentioned were founded to
serve the national users. Nearly all of them have started from libraries which
already served the users 'needs with a spectrum of journals, books, conference
papers, etc., and the scientific publications of domestic origin : dissertations ,
research works, etc. By such asynchronised development of the databases in
mechanical engineering it is almost impossible to exchange machinereadable
information. So it is practically impossible to get an integrated broad information overview - as it is possible, for example, in chemical engineering.
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4. Proposals of Collaboration and Communication
Such a messy information field in mechanical engineering makes a lot of difficulties to the enduser and to thc inrormation dealers. Only a good, broad, coordinated and integrated inform:lt.ion pool can be of use for all kinds of users.
3
And that has to be the first goal or all information dealers . To meet that
goal the following steps could he suggested :

al standardisation of the format or data for all databases in mechanical engineering in sueh a way that it would he possible to facilitate simpler joint
computerised services,

bi

to coordinate subject coveragc among database producers and so to improve
the overall content and quality of information,

cl to exchange other information on databases, especially promotion ideas,
dl to strive towards coordinated planning with regard to marketing and sales
facilities , especially on-line spinners, with the aim to provide users with
complete and coordinated on --line services.

Such a common database colud have several advantages
- the cost for producing and maintenance are lower,
- the joint databases could reach about 100.000 records a year,
- the collaboration and communication between the information producers could
be better,
- the user could get a much more representative information on better conditions.

5. Conclusion
Only a good international cooperation and communication can cover all information needs of our users. And all activities which are covering the

users~needs

in getting information and information producers ~ needs to transmit the information have to be developed in such a way as to achieve these goals. The modern trends make this way more and more complicated because they are not
enough coordinated, but on the other hand, the communication is with the same
development faster and faster. So the development of our systems, for which
we are responsible, have to be developed in the same way.
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